THIS PAPER DESCRIBES THE FIRST LABORATORY study of an idiosyncratic linguistic form that represents a crucial point of contact between speech and song: what is referred to here as the stylized interjection. The stylized interjection, as described throughout the musicological and linguistic literature, is associated with a particular intonational formula-the calling contour-and intriguingly, with a purportedly cross-cultural musical fingerprint: the interval of the minor third. A reading task was used to systematically compare the stylized interjection to four other linguistic forms, and to compare spoken to called production. Analysis of several acoustic variables (involving pitch, duration, intensity, and timbre) demonstrates many significant effects of sentence-type and production, which together establish the characteristics of the English stylized interjection and suggest its interpretation as sung speech. The unique sound-meaning correspondence of the stylized interjection is thereby elucidated. Implications for musiclanguage studies (especially vis-a-vis the minor third) are also discussed.
V
OCABULARY AND SYNTAX, THOUGH THE chief concerns of any foreign language student, comprise only part of the requisite knowledge that constitutes full linguistic competence. Among many other, seemingly dispensable, aspects of speech that separate native from non-native speakers, are those that also convey important shades of meaning: the prosodic elements of pitch, rhythm, and intensity (including voice quality). Listeners' sensitivity to these elements-what are, arguably, the most overtly musical features of speech-facilitates a decoding of not only the paralinguistic emotional state of the speaker, but also of truly linguistic (and sometimes crucial) information related to the utterance itself and its place in the discourse.
A complete description of linguistic structure, therefore, necessarily entails an account of prosody, including acoustic markers related to grouping, focus, and sentence-type.
In English, for instance, manipulations of pitch can mark moments of continuation and finality within a sentence (though exactly how is a matter of debate; see Grover, Jamieson, & Dobrovolsky, 1987) ; pitch-raising and syllable lengthening are both associated with information-heavy words in contrastive sentences (Eady & Cooper, 1986) ; and several studies have described the sentence-final rising intonation that typically characterizes English yes/no questions, compared to the normative sentence-final falling intonation of focus-neutral declarative statements (Hadding-Koch & StuddertKennedy, 1964 ; see also, review in Eady & Cooper, 1986) . The robust intelligibility of prosody is readily apparent in cases of syntactic and/or pragmatic ambiguity, as illustrated by the following sentence-pairs, in which identical strings of words support multiple meanings that can be disambiguated only through punctuation and typography (in writing) or prosody (in speech).
1a ''The man walked down the street, festooned with garlands.'' 1b ''The man walked down the street-festooned-with-garlands.'' 2a ''The man walked down the street.'' 2b ''The man walked down the street.'' 3a ''He did.'' 3b ''He did? '' It will be observed that intonation plays an important role in resolving competing meanings here, most obviously in the case of overall sentence-type, which can be signaled by sentence-final pitch movement (3a versus 3b); intonation, along with rhythm and intensity, can likewise clarify constituent structure (1a versus 1b) and identify discourse-sensitive information (2a versus 2b). Intonational markers of sentence-type, of course, are often redundant with syntactic and other markers, for which reason these prosodic cues can be thought of more as ''regularities'' (Bolinger 1989, p. 40) than as necessities. Moreover, regional and dialectic varieties are often characterized by prosodic idiosyncrasies, such as certain dialects of English that violate the standard falling intonation for unmarked statements (Cruttenden, 1995) . In any event, general phonetic descriptions of sentence-type intonation have been proposed for many languages and have been studied systematically, demonstrating a variety of intonational systems (see, for instance, Ladd, 2001, Section 3) .
It is therefore notable that a distinct type of syntax-free utterance has never been studied acoustically, despite its having been cited by many authors and in several languages. Attempting to synthesize and refine these authors' various observations, I will ultimately define the stylized interjection as a brief, attention-getting, but endearing (and, occasionally, mock-endearing) exclamation. In contrast to the widespread acknowledgement of the phenomenon, there has been virtually no concern with precise acoustic description, and it is this neglect that the present study seeks to rectify, through a controlled elicitation and phonetic analysis.
A ''well-known intonational contour'' . . . a ''very natural interval.'' The omission in the phonetic literature regarding this linguistic form is all the more striking, and all the more regrettable, given that many of the authors in question have in fact proposed informal, quasi-musical, characterizations of its ''well-known intonational contour'' (Fagyal, 1997, p. 77) , with a high degree of convergence. Varga (2008) , for instance, describes the ''calling contour'' in Hungarian and English as a terraced fall in pitch, and he invokes a particular (and particularly musical) measure of pitch distance: the minor third. Dascȃlu-Jinga (1998) also mentions the ''call contour'' and ''other gentle-shaded announcements'' in Romanian ''which typically [correspond] to a fall with an interval of a minor third' ' (p. 254) . With respect to English, Liberman (1979) , calls this the ''vocative chant,'' but describes it in the same musical terms, even adding tangentially that the minor third ''seems to be a very natural interval for people to sing, despite being mathematically a quite complex proportion' ' (p. 30) . Fónagy, Bérard, and Fónagy (1983: 156) describe a related ''cliché mélodique'' in Parisian French, again involving a minor thirdindeed, transcribed in musical staff notation. Gibbon (1998) refers to various instances of a 'chanted,' flat or stylised pitch contour . . . used in German to signal the opening, sustaining, and closing of a channel of communication. It has often been pointed out that the pitch drop in this contour may approximate . . . a musical interval, such as a minor third, though this has not been experimentally established (p. 91).
Like Gibbon, 't Hart (1998) -now concerning Dutchrepeats the by now familiar music-theoretical label even as he questions it:
Indeed, there is a tendency to keep the pitch steady after the half-fall (i.e. no declination) [but] there is no need to believe that the interval is always near a minor third, as was our original impression. As we pointed out a few years ago (Cohen, Collier, & 't Hart, 1982) , the main cue for a fall of this type is that after its occurrence, F 0 has audibly not reached the baseline. (p. 107) And several writers discuss apparently similar phenomena in other languages (Chao, 1956, on Mandarin; Bolinger, 1986, on English; Hayes & Lahiri, 1991, on Bengali; chapters in Hirst & Di Cristo, 1998 , by CruzFerreira on Portuguese, Luksaneeyanawin on Thai, and Abe on Japanese), but with even less precise descriptions, leaving the reader unable to judge the phonetic similarity among them. Ladd (1978 Ladd ( , 1980 has provided an unusually careful description of the phenomenon under consideration (rivaled only by Gibbon, 1976, Section 4.3) , with whom he shares a good deal), and his analysis with respect to English remains the most complete and influential. (See also Ladd [2008: Section 3.2.3] , for brief comparisons to other languages, particularly regarding usage.) Ladd (1980) proposes that the calling contour is part of a more general attitudinal effect on intonation, which he calls stylization: ''there are certain stylized [contours] , characterized by relatively level final pitch, which are related to other 'plain' [contours] characterized by rising or falling final pitch' ' (p. 190) . (In support of this proposal, Ladd cites non-falling stylized contours, none of which, however, is as clear-cut and recognizable as the calling contour's stylized fall.) Moreover, Ladd emphasizes that the relationship between the ''calling'' mode and the use of this stylized intonation is ''incidental'' (Ladd, 1978) . Truly urgent calls would use non-stylized contours, as he illustrates by imagining the call, ''Daddy fell downstairs,'' in two separate scenarios: a genuine emergency on the one hand (non-stylized), and an embarrassing but inconsequential cause for good-natured teasing on the other (stylized). Instead, Ladd interprets stylized intonation as indicating ''a certain element of predictability or stereotype in the message,'' in short, ''routine[ness]'' (pp. 520, 522).
As for phonetics, Ladd (1978) broadly, though cautiously, concurs with the descriptions cited above.
The interval between these pitches is often, as both Liberman and Gibbon observe, about a minor third; but Liberman's implication that this interval has profound significance seems unwarranted. As I write this, a student out on the quadrangle is calling her dog ['Mor-gan'] with the two tones only a major second apart. (p. 518)
Ladd is quite right in tempering any notion of a fixed, absolute interval. An apparently related intonational phenomenon in French-the melodic cliché of the triangle assertif-has been analyzed as a fall of a major third (Fónagy, Fónagy, & Sap, 1979) . And the relevant audio examples in Ladd (2008: Section 3.2. 3)-spoken by English, French, German, Hungarian, and Italian speakers-use intervals between about two and four semitones (a major second to a major third). But Ladd's dismissal of Liberman's (1979) interest in the interval itself seems hasty. Liberman's claim that the minor third is ''a very natural interval . . . to sing,'' while unsubstantiated, is provocative in light of the apparently widespread occurrence of stylized intonation as a linguistic phenomenon. Given the extent of variability across the world's languages, even a rough uniformity in the realm of intonation would be remarkable and could provide (as Liberman implies) some insight into a physiological basis for a linguistic constraint.
Some music scholars have gone further than Liberman in attributing deep psychic significance to the interval of the minor third, which earned the praise of no less a musician than Leonard Bernstein (1976, pp. 16-17) : ''these are two very special notes,'' he wrote, postulating a ''musico-linguistic universal'' (citingthough no less anecdotally than did Liberman, 1979 -the purported universal use of the minor third in children's taunts, a gesture closely related to stylized intonation, as I explain below). Brailiou (1984) insists that certain ubiquitous ''melodic embryos'' involving the minor third ''defy space'' (p. 129). Ringer (2001) calls the minor third ''the basic singsong interval'' (p. 363). And van der Merwe (1992) simply muses, ''one of the great puzzles of music is the mysteriously satisfying quality of the minor third'' (p. 120).
Clearly, the minor third has attained the status of myth, inspiring more poetry than proof: neither linguists nor musicologists have forwarded any concrete and objective evidence relevant to cross-cultural comparisons of stylized intonation, despite the potentially profound anthropological resonances of the phenomenon. And other dimensions of this singsong speech have likewise gone unstudied, even as a burgeoning body of literature investigates the many points of contact between music and language (see Patel, 2008) . Casual observation suggests that stylized speech represents a ''special effect'' that is conveyed acoustically through some as yet unidentified combination of pitch, duration, and vocal quality.
Prospectus. The current paper forms part of a larger study of stylized intonation, its uses and characteristics cross-culturally, and what it might tell us about the relationship between music and language. This paper concerns the phonetics of stylized intonation in English and, indeed, contains the first ''instrumental'' (i.e., automated, objective) phonetic description of stylized intonation in any language.
Guided by the spirit of phonetic discovery, I assume nothing about the intonation in question but rather start with the utterances themselves. I therefore introduce the term stylized interjection in order to classify the phenomenon under investigation. The stylized interjection is a brief, attention-getting, but endearing (and, occasionally, mock-endearing) exclamation. It encompasses short-and long-distance calls (yoo-hoo; dinner), infant-directed formulas (peek-a-boo) and certain adultdirected derivatives (bye-bye), playground taunts (nyanya), ad hoc group chants (air-ball), and various other playful exchanges (uh-oh).
The question that motivates this study, then, is whether the English stylized interjection bears any distinctive acoustic characteristics, marking it as different from other sorts of utterances (questions, statements, and so on). Of chief concern is the intonational contour and the matter of the minor third, but other acoustic cues are investigated as well, in order to give as complete a picture as possible. Furthermore, incidental questions alluded to by some of the writers cited earlier will be considered, above all the status of calling, singing, and speaking in realizations of the stylized interjection. As Ladd wrote (1978) , ''What exactly constitutes the 'chanting' nature of this contour is . . . not clear' ' (p. 518) . The study will thus not only redress a significant omission in the musicological and phonetic literature but will form the foundation for future cross-cultural work on a peculiar intonational mannerism that lies squarely at the intersection of music and language.
Method MATERIALS
A collection of sentences was constructed with the aim of manipulating sentence-type (and hence phonetic realization) in a controlled way, thus testing Ladd's (1978) proposal that stylized speech involves a prosodic modification of ''plain'' (declarative) speech, and further testing Gibbon's (1976) characterization of stylized speech as ''conspicuously different from other intonation patterns found both in conversational and formal delivery'' (p. 275). The collection was built around ten target words (occasionally, word-pairs), each of which was embedded in five different types of sentence: declarative statement, contrastive statement, yes/no question, wh-question, and stylized interjection. Target words were chosen that could easily and plausibly occupy the sentence-final position in each of those different sentence-types. (These constraints resulted in the rejection of some of the most obviously stylized target words, such as ''yoo-hoo,'' which were, however, used as materials for a practice round.) All targets were bi-or trisyllabic with initial stress, thus facilitating a simple phonetic description (that is, eliminating any phonological complexities-unstressed low tones, etc.-that might arise from pre-accentual intonational features). Tables 1 and  2 show the ten target words and, for two of those words, the five corresponding sentences. Complete materials are given in Appendix A.
SUBJECTS
The ten participants (age range ¼ 18-20 years; 5 male, 5 female) were native speakers of Southern British English who were recruited from an introductory linguistics course at the University of Edinburgh. (The students had dealt only briefly with intonation in that course, and not at all with stylized intonation.) The study was described to them only as ''linguistic,'' with no indication of any concern with intonation. Each participant was paid a nominal fee for participation.
TASKS
The subjects were recorded reading the materials in a sound-insulated recording booth using an AKG CK 98 hypercardioid microphone recorded via a MOTU 828 firewire interface to digital (.wav) files using Sonar 4 Studio Edition software at 48kHz, 16 bit mono. The sentences and all instructions were presented on a laptop running a PowerPoint slideshow, which the subjects advanced with keystrokes. The presentation involved a training phase, followed by the experiment.
A considerable challenge in the design and execution of this experiment was the difficulty of ensuring that speakers delivered the sentences naturally-an inevitable difficulty in experimental linguistics but one that is perhaps especially acute in the case of stylized intonation, which is to some extent ritualistic, artificial, and ''performed.'' In addition, subjects could not be expected to have a ready concept of stylized intonation that could be straightforwardly summoned, as they could for statements and questions. The target words and sentences were thus chosen carefully so as to minimize any attitudinal ambiguity or any latitude the speaker might feel in delivery. Furthermore, the presentation of sentences included typographic cues in order to highlight the differences among them: statements and questions were furnished with the appropriate end punctuation, while the stylized utterances were italicized and followed by an exclamation mark.
During a brief training phase, verbal and graphical prompts were given (see Appendix B), including instructions describing ''statements and questions [to be] spoken as if making a genuine statement or question,'' and ''interjections . . . [to be] spoken in a carefree, friendly manner-to someone close by but who may or may not be looking at you.'' At no time were the sentence-types demonstrated orally, nor was further prompting or feedback given. The training phase concluded with a practice round of twelve sentences (four questions, four statements, four stylized interjections), presented in the manner of the subsequent experiment. Neither those sentences nor their target words were used in the experiment itself; the practice round was intended, rather, to prime the subjects for the various sentence-types. The subjects were invited to repeat the practice round if so desired (only Subject 10 did).
During the experiment, subjects were recorded reading the 50 sentences, which were each presented on a separate slide. Sentences were blocked by target word, with a randomized ordering of sentence-type varying from block to block. (This randomization was intended to prevent the speakers from falling into a predictable, automatic delivery; the ordering of sentences was consistent from speaker to speaker.) After speaking the complete set of 50 sentences, subjects were then asked to repeat the task using a raised (''called'') voice; these two ''production'' conditions (''spoken'' and ''called'') constituted a further control that aimed to address the unsettled relationship between calling and stylized intonation. The ''called'' condition was preceded by a practice round as before, including the following instructions on the computer: ''The text items will now be repeated. Please speak just as you did before, but now in a raised voice, calling out loudly so as to be heard through the glass [window of the recording booth].'' Figure 1 shows the waveform and pitch-track for the complete set of utterances for a single subject and target word.
MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS
In all, 1,000 tokens were recorded: 10 subjects x 10 target words x 5 sentence-types x 2 production conditions. Each of these 1,000 tokens was isolated as an individual audio file and manually segmented into two syllables using the phonetics software package, Praat (version 5.1.20; Boersma & Weenink, 2010) . Syllabic segmentations were based on the spectrogram and included all surrounding phonemes, with the following simplifications: 1) in all cases, the first syllable began at the point of voicing onset; 2) for the three cases of internal nasals, those nasals were not included in either syllable (''di-nn-er,'' ''Joh-nn-y,'' and ''mor-n-ing''); 3) in the two cases in which the target words were not themselves bisyllabic, a bisyllabification was nevertheless contrived (joining syllables in ''teleph-one'' and omitting the middle syllable in ''pee-ka-boo''). (The other target words were segmented as ''see-you,'' ''than-kyou,'' ''Fi-do,'' ''care-ful,'' ''pie's-done.'') These syllabifications were adopted for the sake of reliably and reproducibly processing what was a large number of tokens. A variety of acoustical measurements involving pitch, harmonicity, intensity, and duration (described below) were taken and compared across sentence-types and production conditions. The statistical analysis consisted of within-subjects analysis of variance on each acoustic variable, with factors sentence-type and production; the analysis included pairwise comparisons among sentence-types (using the Bonferroni correction), and further within-subjects analysis of variance in order to verify any sentence-production interactions. (Effects and interactions involving the third manipulated variable-target word-were not considered of interest to this particular experimental design and are not reported here.) For one analysis-interval-significant data reduction was carried out that necessitated a modified test of effects using Welch's ANOVA.
Syllabic pitch analysis. For each token, a pitch-track was generated using Praat's autocorrelation algorithm. As is typical of automated pitch extraction, however, obvious anomalies (such as octave errors) arose; to ensure fidelity to the original sound, such anomalies were cautiously adjusted.
1 For a number of tokens, the pitch-track was seriously incomplete or otherwise judged to be insufficient due to weak phonation on the target word. Since a majority (56%) of Subject 5's spoken-condition pitchtracks were so judged, all of that subject's tokens were rejected. Of the remaining 9 subjects (and 900 tokens), only 25 (2.78%) of the pitch-tracks were rejected (no more than 6% for any one subject), and imputed values were substituted (corresponding to the subject's mean for the given variable 2 ), in order to enable withinsubjects ANOVA. For all other, non-pitch-related analyses described below, all 10 subjects and all 1,000 tokens were retained.
Based on the pitch-track, each syllable was assigned a pitch corresponding to that syllable's mean fundamental frequency (F 0 ) on a semitone scale (relative to 1 Hz), which was calculated automatically by Praat. In order to minimize inclusion of syllable-boundary pitch perturbations (which could be artifacts of obstruent consonants and other vocal-articulatory phenomena), a conservative analysis window was used: the syllables were trimmed so that only the middle 80% of each was analyzed (omitting the first 15% and last 5% of syllable 1, and the first 10% and last 10% of syllable 2; the difference in the location of these two windows was 1 Adjustments consisted of some combination of the following techniques: 1) The speaker's range settings were occasionally tailored to the given token so as to exclude inappropriately low or (more often) high pitch candidates. 2) Outlying F 0 points were transposed by octave and/or fifth to better match the prevailing track whenever the transposed F 0 was already a pitch candidate (this is an adjustment that Praat facilitates). 3) When such a transposition was not possible, F 0 points that were obvious outliers (more than a perfect fourth away from neighboring tracked points) were discarded. 4) In addition, for utterance-final F 0 points, some less egregious outliers were deemed errant and discarded on the basis of a visibly degraded waveform and/or an immediately preceding stretch of phonation that had fallen beneath the algorithm's analysis threshold (that is, a preceding stretch that was judged by Praat as voiceless). F 0 points were never added-only discarded. Other parameters adjustable in Praat were kept at their default values (silence threshold ¼ 0.03, voicing threshold ¼ 0.45, octave cost ¼ 0.01, octave-jump cost ¼ 0.35, voiced/unvoiced cost ¼ 0.14).
2 An alternative imputation, corresponding to the target word's mean value across subjects, yielded the same statistically significant main effects and interactions as are reported here. motivated by the presence of noisy onsets). These trimmed syllables were taken as the basic units of the pitch analysis. (See Figure 2 for a schematic illustration of the analysis.) Subsequently, for each syllable, the standard deviation of pitch was used as a measure of syllabic pitch variability.
Harmonicity analysis. Harmonicity-the ratio of harmonics to noise-was taken as an indicator of vocal quality, to test the effect of sentence-type on vocal production (for instance, the status of stylized speech as ''singsong''). Mean harmonicity, again automated by Praat, was computed for each token as well as for each syllable, according to the following definition: ''Harmonicity is expressed in dB: if 99% of the energy of the signal is in the periodic part, and 1% is noise, the Harmonics-to-Noise-Ratio is 10*log 10 (99/1) ¼ 20dB. A HNR of 0dB means that there is equal energy in the harmonics and in the noise'' (Boersma & Weenink, 2010) . Since consonants are by their nature more acoustically noisy than vowels, there existed the possibility that the consonant boundaries within each token might interfere with harmonicity measurements in a nonrandom way (for instance, in proportion to word duration). Therefore, as with the pitch analysis (described above), a window was constructed within each syllable so as to isolate the vowel itself: for the syllabic harmonicity analysis, the corresponding pitch-analysis windows were used, but further trimmed to their middle 50% (thus resulting in 40% of each original syllable). Syllabic harmonicity data also required imputation, though much less so than did the pitch data: Praat's analysis of syllable 2 harmonicity yielded seven ''undefined'' values (i.e., 0.7% of the 1,000 under analysis), which were imputed as described above.
Intensity analysis. Since recording levels had been adjusted from speaker to speaker and between production conditions, absolute intensity could not be usefully compared. Instead, the intersyllabic intensity differential was calculated-that is, the absolute difference in mean intensity between the syllables of a given token. This measure was taken as an indication of intersyllabic evenness. (Intensity was measured using the same analysis windows as the harmonicity analysis.) Duration analysis. Durations for each token were computed for the target word as well as for the constituent syllables (according to the original syllabification).
Interval analysis. While raw pitch data can be readily, if crudely, extracted (as above), the musical concept of interval-that is, the measure of distance between discrete pitches-requires a more refined approach, since speech typically involves a continuous, and continuously varying intonational contour. In measuring interval, therefore, substantial data reduction was carried out so as to confine the analysis to sufficiently level-toned tokens. (Levelness has been, after all, the chief defining criterion for stylized speech in the literature, as mentioned above.) First of all, the pitch-tracks were simplified using an automated pitch-processing module that runs in Praat: the Prosogram (Mertens, 2004) . (This is the approach endorsed by Patel, 2008 , and followed by both Patel, Iversen, & Rosenberg, 2006 , and by Tierney, Russo, & Patel, 2008 .) The prosogram algorithm applies statistical and speech-perceptual calculations that produce perceptually satisfactory straight-line approximations of a pitch-track input; any resulting prosodic segments having F 0 slope below the algorithm's ''glissando threshold'' are simplified into a level tone. (See Figure 3 for sample prosogram outputs.) In order to capture a robust data set, constraints on token inclusion were relaxed slightly: 1) all tokens with valid pitchtracks were taken as candidates (recall that for a previous within-subjects ANOVA on pitch, Subject 5 had been excluded altogether); 2) the algorithm's ''glissando threshold'' was raised from the preset value of 0.32 to 0.48 semitones/s. Tokens that produced level prosogram outputs for both syllable 1 and syllable 2 were classified as ''level-toned.'' In all, 558 tokens passed this levelness test (of which declaratives comprised 21%, contrastives 18%, yes/no questions 15%, wh-questions 19%, and stylized 27%).
3 Consequently, interval was defined as the difference, in semitones, between the two level tones of the token's prosogram output.
The literature on the stylized interjection has almost exclusively concentrated on falling contours, and indeed, the stylized tokens in the present study were overwhelmingly (97%) falling. Furthermore, a decided majority of the other sentence-types (79% of declaratives, 89% of contrastives, 62% of yes/no questions, and 91% of wh-questions) likewise had falling contours. 4 It was assumed that rising and falling contours (especially in utterance-final position) represented categorically different pragmatic intents by the speakers and hence were not comparable; in any case, rises and falls would seem to represent categorically different sorts of vocal effort (Gussenhoven, 2004, pp. 85-89) . For these reasons-in short, the desire for consistency with previous studies, the desire for comparability among tokens, and the sheer prevalence of falling contours-the interval analysis was further confined to the 476 of the leveltoned tokens (85% of the 558) with falling contours: 94 declaratives, 92 contrastives, 50 yes/no questions, 97 wh-questions, and 143 stylized interjections. This reduced data set could not support a within-subjects analysis of variance because of the abundance of missing values, and furthermore, the data set was found to have non-homogeneous variances; consequently, a between-subjects analysis of variance was conducted using Welch's ANOVA (and Games-Howell correction for multiple comparisons).
Results
As described above, the statistical analysis consisted of: 1) analysis of variance on each acoustic variable (syllabic pitch, syllabic pitch variability, syllabic and whole-word harmonicity, intensity differential, syllabic and whole-word duration, and interval) with factors sentence-type (declarative, contrastive, yes/no question, wh-question, stylized) and production (spoken, called); 2) further analysis of variance in order to verify any sentence-production interactions; and 3) pairwise comparisons among sentence-types. Of the 36 significance tests conducted (data sets for the twelve variables, with two factors and one interaction for each), eight failed Mauchly's Test of Sphericity at the .05 level; in those cases, statistics were computed using the GreenhouseGeisser correction.
Most of the variables just described showed some effect of sentence-type and/or production at the .01 significance level, and a few showed a sentence-production interaction. Pairwise comparisons (reported here using the Bonferroni correction, i.e., by multiplying the p-value of each analysis by the corresponding total number of pairwise comparisons) demonstrated particularly distinctive features in the stylized interjection among the five sentence-types. Table 3 gives the mean values for each acoustic measure, organized by sentence-type and production (and in all cases calculated from the original, un-imputed, data sets); Table 4 summarizes the main effects, while Table 5 lists the pairwise differences.
Before detailing these results, a methodological worry must be addressed: the systematic comparison of the stylized interjection to other sentence-types necessarily involved target words that came at the ends of sentences of varying length. Since this uncontrolled variable of sentence-length varies according to sentence-type (the factor of primary interest), the possibility of a confound arises. Mean lengths (in syllables) for each sentence-type (Curtis & Bharucha 2010 , to be discussed below), likewise suggest that communicative intent, more than sentence-length, provides the basis for the acoustic differences in question.
Syllabic pitch results. Significant main effects of production (p < .001) and of sentence-type (p < .001) on the pitch of syllable 1 were found, as was a sentenceproduction interaction (p < .001). In both production conditions, the stylized interjection had the highest mean value among the five sentence-types. In both conditions, significant pairwise differences were found between the stylized interjection and all other sentence-types (p .006), with the exception of the yes/no question in the called condition; the only other significant pairwise difference was that between spoken declaratives and yes/no questions (p ¼ .004). The effect of production was significant for all sentence-types (p .001), with ''calling'' consistently associated with higher mean pitch.
Similar main effects of production (p ¼ .001) and of sentence-type (p < .001) on the pitch of syllable 2 were found, though in this case, the sentence-production interaction was not significant at this alpha level. The stylized interjection again had the highest mean value among the five sentence-types. There were again significant pairwise differences between the stylized interjection and all other sentence-types (p < .001), with the exception of the yes/ no question, as well as between contrastives and two other sentence-types (declaratives and yes/no questions, both with p ¼ .005). ''Calling'' was again consistently associated with higher mean pitch.
No effects of either production or sentence-type on the pitch variability of syllable 1 were found. On the other hand, a significant effect of sentence-type on the pitch variability of syllable 2 was found (p < .007). The stylized interjection had the lowest mean value among the five sentence-types, but no pairwise differences were found to be significant.
Harmonicity results. A significant main effect of sentencetype on word harmonicity was found (p < .001). The stylized interjection had the highest mean value among the five sentence-types. Significant pairwise differences were found between the stylized interjection and each of the other sentence-types (p .006); the only other significant pairwise difference was that between declaratives and contrastives (p ¼ .003).
Analysis of syllabic harmonicity shows that this effect of sentence-type was confined to the second syllable of the target word: whereas no significant effect was found for sentence-type on the harmonicity of syllable 1, there was a significant main effect of sentencetype on the harmonicity of syllable 2 (p < .001). The stylized interjection had the highest mean value among the five sentence-types, by a factor of roughly two. Significant pairwise differences were found, exclusively between the stylized interjection and each of the other sentence-types (p < .003).
Intensity results. A significant main effect of sentencetype on intersyllabic intensity differential was found (p < .001), as was a sentence-production interaction (p ¼ .002). (Subsequent within-subjects ANOVAs for each sentence-type failed to confirm any significant effects of production, however.) In both production conditions, the stylized interjection had the lowest mean value among the five sentence-types-that is, the highest degree of intersyllabic evenness-and the contrastive had the highest. In both production conditions, significant pairwise differences were found between the stylized interjection and all other sentence-types (p .009); the only other significant pairwise difference was that between called contrastives and yes/no questions (p ¼ .008).
Duration results. Significant main effects of production (p ¼ .002) and of sentence-type (p ¼ .001) on word duration were found. The stylized interjection had the longest mean value among the five sentence-types, though no pairwise differences were found to be significant. For each sentence-type, ''calling'' was consistently associated with longer mean duration. Analysis of syllabic duration shows that these effects were dominated by the second syllable of the target word. While significant main effects of production on duration were found for both syllable 1 and syllable 2, (p < .001 and p ¼ .003, respectively), an effect of sentence-type was confined to the duration of syllable 2 (p < .001), in which a sentence-production interaction was also found (p ¼ .006). (The lengthening of syllable 2 is consistent with the anecdotal claims of Hayes and Lahiri, 1991.) In both production conditions, the stylized interjection had the longest mean value among the five sentence-types. In both conditions as well, significant pairwise differences were found between the stylized interjection and each of the other sentencetypes (p .009); the only other pairwise difference was that between called contrastives and yes/no questions (p ¼ .008). The effect of production was significant for all sentence-types but contrastives (p .009), with ''calling'' consistently associated with longer mean duration. Interval results. As described above, interval data was collected for the 558 tokens for which such data were interpretable-that is, tokens with sufficiently level tones-and the analysis itself was restricted to the 476 of these that used a falling interval.
A significant main effect of sentence-type (p < .001) on interval was found, as was a sentence-production interaction (p < .001).
5 For both production conditions, the stylized interjection had the smallest mean value among the five sentence-types-in the called condition, smallest by a factor of 35%. In the spoken condition, significant pairwise differences were found between stylized interjections and both types of questions (p < .001), and between yes/no questions and all other sentence-types but wh-questions (p < .001); in the called condition, significant pairwise differences were found exclusively between the stylized interjection and all other sentence-types (p < .001). The effect of production was significant for declaratives (p ¼ .001), contrastives (p < .001), and stylized interjections (p ¼ .003), but not for questions. This effect, furthermore, interacted inconsistently with sentence-type: ''calling'' was associated with a smaller mean interval in the case of the stylized interjection but a larger one in the case of the other sentence-types. Figure 4 compares the distribution of interval sizes across sentence-types to reveal a uniquely pronounced peak for the stylized interjection, centered close to a minor third: 49.7% of interjections had an interval size of 3+1st, and the median interval for the stylized tokens in this bin was 2.70 st, close to their overall median (2.39 st) and mean (2.72 st). (A more finely binned distribution shows a comparably exaggerated peak for the stylized interjection at 2.5 [+.5] st, with a median interval in that bin of 2.46 st.) In contrast, the distributional peaks for the other sentence-types all remained well below 25%. The stylized interjection's exceptional distribution curve is also apparent in a comparison of the interval standard deviations for each sentence-type: declarative, 3.25; contrastive, 3.17; yes/ no question, 3.97; wh-question, 3.76; stylized, 1.70.
The interaction of production is well illustrated in Figure 5 , which compares the stylized interjection to all other sentence-types en masse between production conditions; and, in both conditions, the 3+1st bin still represents a marked distributional peak for the stylized interjection (and, as it happens, a local trough for the non-stylized sentence-types). At least as noteworthy is the precipitous drop-off in the stylized interjection's distribution at the major third (four semitones): fewer than 15% of stylized interjections used an interval spanning a major third or greater, whereas more than 68% of the non-stylized tokens did.
Since the stylized interjection was distinguished by a higher overall pitch level (see above; and likewise for calling production in general), one must consider the possibility that its smaller mean interval is an artifact of pitch heightening. Musical (i.e., logarithmic) pitch scaling entails a dependency between these two measures: a given hertz difference between two pitches will represent a smaller interval size, the higher the absolute register of those pitches. To explore this possibility, a Pearson's correlation test was conducted, which showed no significant correlation between a token's interval size and its overall mean pitch-whether that mean pitch was measured on a semitone scale, r(466) ¼ .03, p ¼ .54, or on a hertz scale, r(466) ¼ .02, p ¼ .64. Differences in interval size, that is, appear to represent a genuine effect of sentence-type.
Finally, since the stylized interjection's interval distribution was largely confined to the lowest two bins (1+1st and 3+1st) and because the nature of the distributional peak is of central interest to the research question, the tallies of those bins were scrutinized using a binomial test under the assumption of a uniform probability distribution. That is, the noteworthiness of the distributional peak was tested via the null hypothesis that the stylized tokens should fall into either bin with equal probability. This test revealed a divergence from uniformity approaching significance (p ¼ .05); further tests confined to each production condition found a significant divergence in the case of 
Discussion SUNG SPEECH
The foregoing results demonstrate the ''phonetic reality'' of the stylized interjection, which distinguishes itself from other established sentence-types along a number of acoustical dimensions. Furthermore, pairwise comparisons indicate that the stylized interjection is far more distinct from other sentence-types than are those other sentence-types from one another. Finally, given the inevitable and methodologically treacherous variability that can be expected from context-free (i.e., laboratory-elicited) speech, the categorically smaller variability in interval size for stylized interjections underscores the specialness of these utterances. The mere fact of these numerous and striking phonetic differences would seem to mark the stylized interjection as linguistically anomalous, aptly serving its purported function as a call to attention by virtue of its salience alone, its difference from ''normal'' sentential speech.
But the precise character of those phonetic differences calls for further interpretation. Recall that the stylized interjection was performed, on average, with: 1) higher pitch, 2) higher pitch stability in the second syllable, 3) higher harmonicity, 4) greater evenness of intensity, 5) longer duration (especially in the second syllable), and 6) smaller interval than all of the other sentencetypes. These features may be summarized as heightening, leveling, refining, lengthening, and modulating-all of which are conventionally associated with the vocal production of singing as opposed to speaking. 6 The performance of the stylized interjection, that is, may be thought of as sung speech.
The interpretation of the stylized interjection as sung speech helps to elaborate an important insight of Ladd's (1978) , mentioned above: that stylization, rather than strictly a calling gesture, can be thought of as a softening gesture, modifying a message by instilling ''a certain element of predictability,'' ''stereotype,'' or ''routineness.'' I propose that English speakers (and, quite possibly, speakers in cultures throughout the world) possess a particular intuition concerning vocal sound, which can be distilled as an opposition between seriousness and playfulness:
If we understand the stylized interjection as singing, and we understand singing as playful-as ''performed'' and involving artifice-then we can explain the particular (and peculiar) relationship between form and function in stylized intonation: a speaker ''breaks into song,'' as it were, precisely to indicate that a particular request, call, or other utterance is not urgent (and perhaps not even informative). A converse example supports the point: in the early days of rock-n-roll, singers would occasionally deliver one verse of a song in a selfconsciously spoken mode (e.g., Elvis Presley, ''Are you lonesome tonight?''); this ''breaking into speech'' seems to convey a special intimacy and earnestness. This is not to deny the role that singing has in the most serious of music-making-from the heartwrenching confessions of Romantic Lied to the mystical incantations of sacred chant. ''Artifice,'' after all, can encompass everything from the trivial to the sublime. I propose that particular musical, contextual, and conventional details can position a given musical utterance variously within that continuum, but that all of music is ultimately grounded in a common principle of song as outside-of-reality. This view is consistent with that of Huizinga (1949) , who sees play as a primal element of human culture: ''in everything that pertains to music we find ourselves in the play-sphere'' (p. 164); music ''transports audience and performers alike out of 'ordinary' life'' (p. 42).
As in human interaction more generally, the concept of ''play'' in speech is complicated and at times contradictory. For instance, stylized intonation accompanies not only the cheerful greetings of adults, as emphasized in my examples above, but also the sometimes cruel taunts of schoolchildren. The former style of play is genuine; the latter, sinister. Ultimately, the ''softening'' of speech into play might amount to a sort of process of infantilization, explaining its use in these varied pragmatic situations. Consider a more lexical example: while adult lovers might refer to one another affectionately as ''baby'' (a conventional, and entirely welcome instance of infantilization), that same locution among children on the school yard would be intended as anything but affectionate (but rather, as mock-affectionate-an altogether unwelcome instance of infantilization). The uses of playful intonation might well be similarly flexible, from the stylized ''bye-bye'' of both infant-directed and (infantilizing) adult-directed speech, to the acoustically comparable schoolyard perversion, ''nya-nya.''
The notion of sung speech also connects with the idiosyncratic sentence-production interaction found in the case of interval size: ''calling'' resulted in a smaller mean interval for the stylized interjection, but a larger mean interval for statements. I hold that singing, almost by definition, requires more vocal control than does speaking; and likewise, the singing of large intervals requires more vocal control than the singing of small intervals. It may be that there is a coupling, in terms of motor control, between voice-raising and interval widening-as one speaks more loudly, one naturally adopts wider pitch movements-but that this coupling is severed or even reversed when vocal control is at a premium, as it is in the case of singing. Indeed, it is not uncommon for voice teachers and choral conductors to coax a larger vocal range out of their singers through the use of exaggerated spoken (rather than sung) vocal gestures.
All the same, it is also notable that two of the phonetic features that characterize the stylized interjectionhigher pitch and longer duration-are also significantly associated with ''calling'' across sentence-types. This would affirm an intuition encountered throughout the literature, namely that the stylized interjection, even when performed in close-range situations, involves something of the quality of calling. The stylized interjection thus appears to convey two distinct pragmatic cues simultaneously, by manipulating two broad dimensions of vocal production: I hereby request your attention (signaled by an increase in vocal energy-i.e., higher pitch height and longer duration), and I say this endearingly (signaled by an increase in vocal controli.e., higher harmonicity, lower intensity differential, and higher pitch stability).
THE MINOR THIRD
One of the chief motivations for this study was the intriguing possibility of (in Liberman's, 1979, words) a ''very natural interval'' in speech and/or song. The interval distribution given above (Figure 4 ) certainly vindicates the more cautious of the writers reviewed earlier: speakers' intonational realizations encompass a good deal of variability. Nevertheless, the distribution of intervals for the stylized interjection does clearly stand out among the other, relatively flat distributions; its most populous bin, comprising nearly 50% of the stylized tokens, far surpasses any of the distributional peaks for the other sentence-types. And indeed, this distributional peak, at 3+1 semitones, corresponds roughly to the minor third of lore. Although Liberman's and others' grand claims can hardly be said to be confirmed, we now have strong empirical evidence of an important interval-range in English (sung) speech. The mean interval size (2.72 st) and the finer-binned distribution peak mentioned earlier (at 2.5 [+.5] st) suggest that Liberman's and others' categorization of the interval in question as a minor third (i.e., 3 st) represents something of an overestimate (though the current study obviously has nothing to say about the possible effect of variation between linguistic communities, or of variation between natural and laboratory-elicited speech, both of which could explain slight discrepancies between my reported results and anecdotal accounts). And Liberman's hypothesis can be further refined in light of the unique distributional drop-off for the stylized interjection: rather than the interval of three semitones being itself particularly ''natural to sing,'' it would appear that intervals greater than about four semitones are less natural to sing, presumably requiring categorically greater vocal effort.
The question of a ''very natural interval'' becomes even more interesting when one considers it from the original disciplinary context of the term ''minor third'': music theory. The minor third can be thought of as a defining interval of the pentatonic scale, which forms the basis for an astounding diversity of musical traditions throughout the world. The pentatonic scale is a five-tone scale constructed as a series of perfect fifths modulo the octave, a structure in which adjacent tones are separated by major seconds and minor thirds (in contrast to the diatonic scale, which instead features major and minor seconds) (Day-O'Connell, 2001 , 2007 see pp. 2-5) . The ethnomusicologist Bruno Nettl (2000) calls the pentatonic scale a rare ''statistical universal'' (p. 570) in music and claims that ''all societies have some music that uses only three or four pitches, usually combining major seconds and minor thirds'' (p. 468). The results of the present study, with the mean and the median intervals for the stylized interjection between a major second and a minor third, offer a striking parallel to what Nettl reports-hence suggesting a possible linguistic (apparently vocal) basis for a musical universal, analogous to different (auditory) explanations for certain other prevalent intervals in the world's scales, such as the octave and perfect fifth (Patel, 2008; see pp. 88-92) .
Comparing the interval distributions of the present study with those from other studies yields further insights. First of all, intervals in running speech more generally have been shown to yield a roughly (negative) exponential distribution-that is, a distribution with a peak at 0 semitones and a consistent inverse relationship between interval size and occurrence (see Figure  6a , from Tierney et al., 2008; see also Patel, 2008) . (The discrepancy with the present study-where intervals were more widely distributed, with peak distributions for some sentence-types as high as 8 to 10 semitonescan be explained by the fact that these tokens were all in the sentence-final position, where a relatively large interval would be expected.) Intervals in music, on the other hand, yield a roughly unimodal distribution with heavy density below six semitones, a peak at two semitones, and a thin right tail (see Figure 6b , from Vos & Troost, 1989 ; see also Tierney et al., 2008) . That peak, of course, in part reflects an inherent structural characteristic of the diatonic scale and other common scales: the sheer combinatorial prevalence of major seconds, as compared to minor seconds, between notes of the scale. (The pentatonic scale, which lacks minor seconds altogether, is a special case of this principle.) It is not clear why such an intervallic disposition should be an efficacious quality of musical scales in the first place. But the strong resemblance between this musical distribution and that of the stylized intervals in the present study does provide further indication of the stylized interjection's relationship to singing-even as it raises further questions about the relationship between the two, and consequently about the provenance of scales in human culture.
Despite this similarity between song and stylized speech, there is a fundamental (and inevitable) difference in the nature of these two types of data: discrete in the case of music, continuous in the case of speech. Hence, while the musical distribution's peak lies at (exactly) two semitones, the stylized speech distribution's peak lies between two and three semitones: mean ¼ 2.72 st, median ¼ 2.39 st. The question of the categorical perception of musical intervals is relevant here: although categorical perception of intervals has been demonstrated in musicians (Burns & Ward, 1978) , individual variation in categorical perception and categorical identification is not well understood. One of the subjects described in Siegel and Siegel (1977) , for instance, was found to map intervals as small as 2.40 semitones onto a minor third, while for others of their subjects, such an intermediate interval was ambiguous. The identification curves reported in Rakowski (1990) are more straightforward, with a relatively clear perceptual transition from major second to minor third at around 2.5 semitones. Such individual variation in categorical perception is part of what motivated the conservative, rough binning of interval data reported here (3+1 semitones).
Returning to semantics, the minor third might represent a happy medium between the urgent and the prosaic, related to the aforementioned cues of ''calling'' and yet ''routineness.'' Indeed, the distributional peaks for the five sentence-types occupy a variety of bins: declaratives at 1+1 semitones; stylized interjections at 3+1 semitones; contrastives and wh-questions at 5+1 semitones; and yes/no questions at 7+1 (tied with 9+1) semitones. The mapping between (modal) interval size and sentence-type, that is, suggests a plausible ordering of intent/urgency for these sentence-types, in a way that could be consistent with Gussenhoven's ''effort code '' (2004) .
Finally, I must acknowledge the apparent inconsistency between my earlier interpretation of the stylized interjection as ''playful'' and a recent study of vocal emotion. Analyzing elicited bisyllabic utterances across four intended emotions (anger, happiness, pleasantness, and sadness), Curtis and Bharucha (2010) demonstrated a correlation between the descending minor third and vocal expressions of sadness. Several methodological aspects of that study make comparisons to the present study hazardous, 7 and furthermore, the semantic categories of the two studies are somewhat incommensurate: ''sadness'' is a genuine emotion, whereas ''playfulness,'' as I have construed it, is more properly a mode of delivery, a ''perlocutionary'' aspect of the speech act. In any case, vocal signaling can hardly be expected to depend on any one factor alone (such as interval), but likely involves a complex interplay of multiple acoustic cues (see Gabrielsson & Lindstrom 2001 ). This point is borne out by the two studies. Sadness, for instance, was associated with the lowest mean F 0 among Curtis and Bharucha's four emotions; and at 250 Hz, that figure was distinctly lower than the mean F 0 for stylized utterances in the present study (352 Hz; 331 Hz if confined to the spoken condition). Likewise, mean duration for Curtis and Bharucha's sad utterances (544 ms) fell far below mean durations for stylized utterances in the present study (655 Hz; 585 Hz if confined to the spoken condition). (The data quoted here from my study have been confined to women participants, so as to allow better comparison to Curtis & Bharucha.) Other significant acoustic factors measured in the current study, but not considered in Curtis & Bharucha-for instance, syllable 2 duration and harmonicity-would be expected to further differentiate ''playfulness'' from ''sadness.'' Harmonicity, for one, should be particularly sensitive to the sort of vocal tension that typically accompanies the experience of sadness. It is even possible that the interval of the minor third per se is circumstantial to both types of semantic meaning, but is instead related to a more general narrowing of interval in these types of speech.
These qualifications and explanations aside, it remains plausible that the minor third does figure as an essential communicator of both ''sadness'' and ''playfulness,'' despite the apparent incongruity between the two meanings. I will therefore propose an interpretation that begins to reconcile the two results. This unintuitive connection hinges on the idea that sadness, though a negative emotion, necessarily entails a distinctively non-aggressive attitude-an attitude that is also integral to play. Moreover, insofar as sadness (in contrast to another negative emotion, anger) entails resignation, it again shares some corner of semantic space with playfulness: a sense that there is nothing (or no longer anything) at stake. In short, the standard dimensions used to categorize emotionvalence and arousal are the most favored-fail to discern these more subtle commonalities. Further untangling the various semantic and acoustic factors of speech will, needless to say, require additional study.
SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
This study has established the basic phonetic identity of the stylized interjection, empirically confirming and at the same time augmenting the various subjective descriptions in the literature. The paper has argued for an interpretation of this linguistic form as a ''breaking into song'' and thus recommends it as a potent locus for inquiry in music-language studies (and not only on conceptual grounds, but on methodological grounds as well: as noted earlier, stylized interjections disproportionately passed the level-tone prosogram test). Finally, the paper has verified that realizations of the stylized interjection are strongly disposed toward descending intervals of two to four semitones (i.e., a minor third +1 semitone), providing an initial data point in support 7 In Curtis and Bharucha (2010) : 1) the speech was performed by trained actresses (and, furthermore, Americans) in a dramatic situation; 2) the recordings (as excerpted online) have a good deal of reverberation; 3) a small number of compound intervals were simplified, modulo the octave (a perfectly reasonable musical operation, but one that begs the researchers' fundamental question: whether speech intervals behave like musical intervals); 4) the analysis apparently included tokens with gliding pitch segments.
(however modest and provisional) of the widespread and grand supposition of a ''musico-linguistic universal.'' It should be considered that the study's results, particularly in the case of the stylized interjection, are remarkably strong given the experiment's conservative elicitation method: without explicit prompting or intervention by the experimenter, the subjects nevertheless readily produced the ''well-known intonational contour,'' and with extremely well-defined phonetic features. It is expected that a more manipulative elicitation paradigm would yield even more starkly defined phonetic differences (including in the distribution of interval sizes), and such a paradigm would be valuable. The challenge for the experimenter is to strike the appropriate balance between heavy-handedness in the method and reliability in the resultant data; the present study has emphasized the latter.
The study's focus on production has left the ''perceptual reality'' of the stylized interjection unstudied. It is expected that listeners would be able to distinguish a curt statement from a stylized interjection on the basis of the phonetic differences in question, something that could be easily tested. Furthermore, listeners' categorization of interval size from the continuous pitch movements of speech-even in the most ''musical'' of speech, as here-begs for study (a point alluded to above). Does the insistent reference by so many writers to the minor third, when the current study has found the actual mean and median intervals to be slightly smaller than a minor third, suggest nothing more than an inevitable ''rounding'' upwards? Or might it also be that the minor third, as an interval that simultaneously represents melody and harmony (unlike the major second), is in some sense a ''prototype'' in Western music? Is there any relationship between the present findings and those of Lottermoser and Meyer (1960) , who found the tuning of (harmonic) minor thirds in professional choirs to be small (with a mean of 2.76 semitones)? What should be said, furthermore, about speech tokens that do not yield straightforward, level tones? 8 The universality hypothesis, of course, remains the most pressing subject for future work on the stylized interjection: do all cultures have ''sung speech,'' and if so, how similar are the intonational profiles (and, indeed, the meanings) of sung speech from language to language? (A pilot project using informants from a number of genetically and geographically distant languages suggests that the universalist hypothesis is, to be sure, more than mere myth.) Careful and systematic elicitations will be needed to establish the phonetic characteristics of the stylized interjection in other languages, hence enabling cross-linguistic comparisons. Speech related to childhood and childrearing may prove to be the most promising area of investigation (indeed, use of the stylized interjection in English can be reasonably reduced to child-directed speech, even when applied to adults). Should the universality hypothesis be refuted, the stylized interjection could nevertheless offer a fruitful gauge of the interpenetration between musical and linguistic systems (along the lines of one of the dominant approaches in Patel, 2008) : Do the intervallic realizations of sung speech in a culture reflect features of that culture's musical system? Such a refutation could likewise illuminate sociolinguistic issues: Does the presence or absence of sung speech in a culture or in particular speech contexts reflect culture-specific beliefs about acceptable speaker intentions, about inter-speaker dynamics, or about singing in general? On the other hand, strong support of Bernstein's ''musico-linguistic universal''-the proper confirmation of a cultural universal is impractical if not strictly impossible-would provide evidence of a phylogenetic link between music and language (such as has been hypothesized throughout the ages, most recently by Mithen, 2006) , whether in the form of some innate communicative drive to sing intervals of 3+1 semitones, or more likely in the form of some psychological, anatomical, or otherwise physical constraints on vocal communication in humans.
Author Note I conducted this research while visiting the University of Edinburgh as a Fulbright Distinguished Scholar. I wish to thank the US-UK Fulbright Commission for their 8 As an initial answer to this question, a crude alternate analysis of the present data was conducted, which defined interval as simply the difference between the mean F 0 of each syllable. 875 tokens were analyzed in this way (excluding Subject 5 and the other 25 problematic pitch-tracks), of which 761 had falling intervals. Within-subjects ANOVA confirmed the same effects and interactions here as were reported above for the level-toned tokens, though, not unexpectedly, the two methods of measurement yielded different interval sizes for the same tokens. Among tokens that permitted both methods, a majority (78%) yielded a smaller interval size as measured using the alternate analysis (smaller on average by 0.6 st); this could be related to the use of raw syllabic F 0 , which (being an averaged value) would have tempered the perceptually relevant pitch maxima and minima. On the other hand, for 22% of the tokens, the alternate analysis yielded a larger interval size (larger on average by 1.0 st). In the case of the stylized interjections, the alternate analysis yielded a higher mean (2.93 st) but lower median (2.07 st) than were reported above, apparently related to the greater inclusion of both large and small sized intervals. 
